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NATIONAL ALLIANCE AGAINST TOLLS - SCOTLAND
FETA - "Integrated Transport Initiative" (Tolls)

1.	National Alliance Against Tolls - Scotland is opposed to all tolls including on the Forth road bridge. FETA, the authority that runs the bridge wants to keep the tolls and increase them. The existing tolling powers cease on the 31st March, and FETA wants the powers to be extended and later replaced with a road user charging scheme based on the Transport (Scotland) Act 2001. FETA has applied to Scottish Ministers for "Approval in Principle" of its proposed "Integrated Transport Initiative". This is our views on this application.

2.	The consultation is being rushed. To allow 5 weeks at this time of the year is derisory. We would not be surprised to see that there are very few responses from other than official organisations. It is not appropriate that the Ministers should give any approval in these circumstances, particularly as the FETA meeting on 25th November only approved this on the chairman's casting vote.

3.	FETA had previously carried out a consultation exercise including some users. That consultation is fundamentally flawed, as it excluded the possible removal of the tolls and the vast majority of ordinary users will have just responded to the questions posed.

4.	Tolls unless set at extortionate levels have little or no effect on overall road use. The only exception is where there is a practical alternative toll free road, this is not the case with the Forth road bridge. FETA admitted this in their press release on 21st April just before the toll increase on the 1st May. They said that the new level of tolls "would not deter significant numbers of bridge users".

5.	Tolls cause direct and indirect delays. An example of this is the Tay bridge, where it is proposed that the toll booths are moved in an attempt to remove the congestion that is caused in Dundee by traffic queuing to pay the toll.

6.	The tolls should be removed forthwith. There is no justice or equity in charging tolls to a small number of roads users. There are various ways that peak period congestion on the bridge could be eased such as:-  tidal flow in peak periods (used in England and elsewhere), and by removal of the toll barriers (the four lane untolled bridge over the Mersey at Runcorn carries 5 million more vehicles a year than the Forth bridge). There are also various carrots that can be used without the stick of tolls.

7.	We ask that the Ministers not give "Approval in Principle".


